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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Well-rounded design systems offer 
not just common reusable 
components and patterns, but also 
template code, assets, resources, 
guidance and instructions for using 
all of it. This effort is compounded by 
many factors typical of current-day 
enterprise products and suites. In my 
situation, I was brought in as Product 
Design Manager to oversee — 
amongst other things — the design 
and build-out of a cross-product 
design system that stretches across 
9 different products, each with 
disparate techstacks and age.
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THE PROBLEM

We have many core products (and their included feature solutions) gained through acquisition, 
each UI follows different styles, patterns and sets of component rules. Each product has inherent 
UX journeys that differ within and between products, not to mention they are poorly 
implemented and suffer from wildly deficient usability and accessibility. When navigating 
between products, the feeling and brand persona shift into the new location, as if it’s a totally 
new place. When working in user journeys and more focused workflows, even those are 
inconsistent and lack an affordance, expected results, and cause staggering cognitive friction.
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CHALLENGES

Due to differing technology stacks, enterprise sales cycles, and generally limited 
resources, there must be a fairly comprehensive analysis of impact vs. effort

Very little direct access to end-users for proper surveys and studies

Breaking new ground, building organizational relationships and coordinating 
cross-team collaborations

Measuring existing UI for what to promote, salvage or discard

Establishing new processes within the company

Available tools and services to facilitate our efforts
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SOLUTION STRATEGY

1 Heuristic analysis of ALL main, core products

2 Usability surveys of all fundamental journeys

3 Conduct workshops and card-sorting exercises to uncover solutions and opportunities

4 Align to organizational goals and product strategies

5 Establish a baseline between inter-product interfaces, experiences and interactions

6 Author a set of standard guidelines and best practices to assist near-term projects

7 Collect design artifacts into sets of reusable assets, components, patterns and resources

8 Release        Iterate        Update        Repeat
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RESULTS

We now have a robust design system covering all foundational areas, including typography, 
color palette, iconography, layout and grid. Guidelines and best practices are written to help 
instruct any design, exploration or implementation efforts. Reusable components and patterns 
are available with detailed visual styling instructions, downloadable assets, and editable code 
snippets. While evolution and adoption of the uniform enterprise design system is currently 
ongoing, a seamless experience is available and roadmapped for implementation.  
 
Design and development efforts have been drastically reduced from months to just days. 
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MY ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES

Design direction and final decision-maker for inclusion 
into the design system

Established initial baseline and expected results

Guidance for organizing and reviewing components, 
patterns and interactions

Collaboration and building cross-team efforts to 
improve efficiency and momentum of implementation

Resource management and triage of task prioritization

Sales and ROI 
Sprint productivity and efficiency 
Quality and scope of releases 
Usability 
Consistency 
Brand promotion and strategy 
Overall User Experience

Promoted the value of reusability to increase:
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QUESTIONS?

Thank You!

www.DavidMeyerson.com




